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About This Game

Welcome to Tropical Island.

"But onii-chan, you're just some part-time bum, aren't you? On top of that, your age equals the years you've never had a gir
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You can pick up girls with mini games once again! What more could you want? Its similar in concept to huniepop except the
mini game is much weaker.. Windows Runtime error crashing the game at what im guessing was near the end of the tutorial
sequence. It is a normal galgame. The girls are cute, and the storys are simple but fine. However, the game mode is kind of
boring. If the game is designed to be more playable will be better. The way of gain money really makes no sense.. Uuuuh, yea
it's not the best. I don't wanna rain too hard on this cause it do got Sayori art but, you can just get that online and it's not even
animated. The biggest issue with this game is the "game" part. Cheesing is as easy as taking a pic of the arrangement with yer
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phone then working from the top down. It's not really skill based, the only time I struggled was when I was real drunk. And
there's an easy fix to this, just have the tiles face down on default then have the player get one free guess per tile (y'know like a
regular tile matching game). The other glaring issue is that your progress with each girl get's reset on each new game + cycle,
which isn't fun. Danganronpa V3 doesn't have this issue and it's dating aspect wasn't even the main focus of the game. So
unfortunately, I can't in good concious give this game a thumbs up, though I wouldn't necessarily tell sayori fans not to get it.
Just know it's got some real big flaws.. nice graphic, but it's a shame that this game only have short story for each girl
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